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Thompson & Houston Electric Co.,
Isolated Lighting Dept.
620 Atlantic Ave. Boston,
Gentlemen:—Your telegram of Sept. 1st, received. The offer of our Mr. Morgan was for,
1 T. H. 150 liht Self-regulating 110 volt dynamo with ring class D No. 10.
1 dynamo base,
1 field switch,
1 rheostat,
1 volt meter,
30-110 16 c. p. lamps,
The above dynamo, as per your letter of Aug. 14th, is to be of your latest and most approved type, guaranteed in every respect, that you shall ship dynamo immediately, and in case you cannot now furnish dynamo with ring oiler, you will at early date substitute one without extra cost, for the one you now send for our immediate use. That you guarantee 10 lamps of 16 c. p. to the horse power, also an average lamp life of 1000 hours.
We are running 62 De Lamps. This includes Morgan Spring Co., Morgan Lee's, etc., both Office and Factory. The Morgan Spring Co. are running 107 Gas Jets in Factory alone.
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